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Draft Minutes from  Low Carbon and Environmental Technologies Steering 

Group Meeting 

Venue: Goto Meeting call - Tuesday,14th July 2020, 13:00-15:30 

Attendance 
In attendance 
Alex Taylor,   GBSLEP 

Serena Bacuzzi,  GBSLEP 

Mike Folkard   GBSLEP 

Faisal Haroon,   Ecuity 

James Higgins,   Ecuity  

Michaela Kendall (Chair)  Adelan  
Ian Brothwell    Bryt Energy 

John Baldwin   CNG Services  
Sanjay Gupta    Faraday Batterytech 

Simon Ighofose (Vice Chair) PyroGenesys 

Francky Leray   Ablaze Green Energy Solutions 

Jeff House   Baxi  
Dejan Ajzenkol   Sinergia 

Alison.Fulford   National Grid 

Stuart Fowler   Centrica 

Ed Jessamine (Vice Chair) IPV Flexgen 

 
Apologies 

Darren Gardner  E.ON 

Lydia Barnstable  AECOM 

Natasha Horn    Tonik 

Steve Harrison   Futurenergy 

Philip Mayer   McCamley Technologies 

Thomas Bradley  Cadent Gas 

Agenda 
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Minutes of meeting 
Introductions 

1. James Higgins opened the meeting with welcome and handover to Chair Michaela 

Kendall. The Chair provided opening remarks with a brief overview of the current 

opportunity to position LCET businesses at the heart of COVID-19 recovery efforts. 

 

2. The Chair and Vice Chairs provided brief introductions, setting out their professional 

experience and interest/aspirations for the LCET group. 

Press Release 

1. Alex Taylor (AT) set out work to date on a draft press release announcing the formation 

of the group and requested approval for its publication. There were no objections and 

a press release will now be progressed by GBSLEP officers. 

COVID-19 recovery update from GBSLEP 

1. Serena Bacuzzi (SB) and AT provided an update on the COVID-19 recovery activities of 

the LEP, highlighting inputs on behalf of the LCET sector which had been incorporated 

into the draft recovery plan and submitted to the LEP’s Economic Recovery Taskforce. 

 

2. AT informed the group of the Pivot and Prosper grant funding available from GBSLEP, 

encouraging anyone interested in this funding to contact LEP officers as soon as 

possible. 

 

3. AT provided an update on LEP recruitment activities to appoint a Low Carbon Officer 

for the LEP and a Low Carbon manager for the Growth Hub. 

Priority Action Areas 

1. James Higgins (JH) presented work undertaken by the secretariat and Chairs over the 

past three months to condense the long-list of LCET Sector Action Plan interventions 

into a shortlist of priority actions areas that meet the following criteria: 

 

a) Achieve one or more of the LCET Action Plan actions identified during the 2019 

consultation process 

b) Clearly requires or would benefit from business input and a leading role for the 

LCET sector group 

c) Can have an immediate or short-term positive impact on local LCET businesses. 
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2. The five priority actions areas considered were as follows: 

 

a) A business ecosystem that gives a platform for businesses with low carbon 

products to connect with Green Adopters – particularly those in the corporate 

environment willing to try out new products 

b) A physical demo platform (with showcasing platform and connections with 

universities) for local low carbon businesses  

c) Focus on inclusion of local LCET content within procurement criteria for LEP 

funding and wider public sector procurement in the West Midlands 

d) Support to identify and mobilise existing business support networks  

e) Influencing place-based projects in the West Midlands which could deliver 

impact for the LCET Sector and pursue a strategy to get local businesses 

involved.  

 

3. Steering group members offered a number of helpful suggestions, including: 

 

a) Focus on quick wins for business ecosystem including updated information on the 

GBSLEP website and a clear point of contact for enquiries. It was also felt that 

some form of newsletter or developed online community could be helpful 

 

b) A physical demonstration platform should not focus solely on demo products, but 

also local projects so that ‘’the 50 best low carbon projects in the West Midlands’’ 

can all be viewed in one place.  

 

c) It was also felt that the physical platform and ecosystem should enable local 

businesses to purchase products and deliver change, not simply showcase. 

 

d) Alison Fulford (AF) from National Grid provided insight into National Grid 

procurement approaches which included consideration of carbon. She has offered 

to share this information with the group. 

 

4. JH noted the need to provide group members with opportunity to fully review the paper 

and feedback written comments. JH recommended a two-week consultation period be 

enabled to allow further comment and this was agreed by the group.  

 

5. MK suggested that individual members may come forward if they would like to help with 

detailed work on one or more of the priority areas outlined. Members should come 

forward if they are able to offer additional insight or wish to get involved 
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Economic Analysis 

1. Faisal Haroon (FH) provided a summary of the LCET contribution to the West Midlands 

economy in 2018 (updating existing WMCA figures) and a projection prepared by Ecuity 

of the potential contribution from the LCET sector in 2030. 

 

2. FH also provided a more in-depth look at the economic case for one of the Priority Action 

Areas (Physical Demonstration) highlighting potential GVA, jobs potential and other key 

metrics that may be achieved with funding for such a project. It was agreed that further 

work would be needed to define each action area in greater detail and then build the 

economic case with greater depth. 

Stakeholder Engagement 

1. MK provided an update on discussions held between the Chair, Secretariat and a number 

of important regional stakeholders including Energy Capital, Sustainability West 

Midlands and Innovation Alliance West Midlands. It was felt that these meetings were 

extremely helpful in defining the role of the LCET sector steering group and supporting 

collaboration from associated organisations.  

 

2. AF provided a more detailed explanation of the role of Innovation Alliance West 

Midlands (as a member of the Low Carbon group) and offered to act as an interface 

between the two organisations moving forwards. This was agreed. 

Next Steps: 

1. GBSLEP Officers will progress with the publication of a Press Release announcing the 

group. Group members will be kept informed of final version and timing for this release 

 

2. The Secretariat team invite comments from Group Members on the Priority Actions 

Paper prior to 29th July 2020. 

 

3. Group Members are also encouraged to put their names forward to support with the 

detailed development of one or more action areas. 

 

4. Before end of July the Secretariat team will review feedback on the Priority Actions 

Paper in collaboration with the Chairs before informing the Group in early August of 

proposed steps to turn the identified areas into implementable activity. 

 

 

 


